walls-farge (farget papir eller trykt farge)
flapp over til hele baksiden

walls.

Walls.
2020/2021

wall&water
made in
norway

Ready to be inspired?

Live slow,
like Scandics
do.

Enjoy the simplicity and elegance of mother
nature by drawing it inside.
Erase the boundaries between the outside
and the inside.
It doesn’t matter if you like traditional, sober,
elegant or cozy designs. You’ll find the perfect
wall panel in our wide range of natural looking
motifs and designs.
Designed to create an atmosphere of warmth
and authenticity.
Our wall panels are made for the busy,
chaotic mornings of families with little ones.
For the kids splashing around and making a
mess. For early morning routines and for
late night hot showers. For you.
Live life your way. Our walls will blend right in.

relax, it’s BerryAlloc
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wall&water.
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walls.

Why choose Walls
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Wall&Water
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walls.

Nothing beats
the feeling of home.
Home is what you make it. That’s why our
collection of wall panels has a design for
everyone. Because we’ve all made life
our own.

why choose

Choose from an extensive range of
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natural-looking motifs, surprising designs
and different tile sizes to give your space a
new look and feel.
So, if you’re on the lookout for a versatile,
durable and easy way to renew your
bathroom interior ... Look no further.
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Turn your
bathroom into a
private wellness.
Our walls won’t
mind.

Go for Walls
and enjoy ...
Lifetime warranty
Just relax, because we promise you a lifetime warranty
for every BerryAlloc wall panel in your home.
Easy installation

lifetime
warranty

Glued or interlocking, our wall panels combine ease of
installation with ease of maintenance. Whether it’s your
first time or your daily occupation.
Water-resistance
Our high-pressure Wall&Water laminate panels can

fast & easy
installation

withstand humid and moist environments, making them
perfectly suited for use in your bathroom. Splash around
all you want. Our wall panels are made to last.
UV-resistance

waterresistance

Let the sun in and don’t worry about discoloring your
walls. All our wall panels are UV-resistant. Their design
won’t change over time.
Environmentally conscious

UV-resistance

We take environmental challenges seriously and aim to
live up to the demands set for sustainable development.
That’s why our products are produced, used, recycled and
destroyed without damage to the natural environment.
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environmentally
conscious
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wall&water.

Our walls fit your interior,
your habits, your home.

The choice is yours.
Our collection has a
design that you will love.
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wall&water / concrete nature

wall&water / concrete nature
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Breathe in
the charm of
the north.
Just relax and create
a perfect sense of
wellbeing with
Concrete Nature.

It sure sets
the mood,
doesn’t it?
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wall&water / concrete nature

wall&water / concrete nature
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The powdery shades of black
give Black Velvet its distinct charcoal look.
Which, in turn, bathes your bathroom in a
masculine touch of understated elegance.

The powdery
shades of
Black Velvet.

Fill up your bathtub and experience absolute
privacy while soaking next to the flickering
light of a lone candle.

For those who like
a sense of peace
and quiet.
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wall&water / black velvet

wall&water / black velvet
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Our new wall Sandstone is timeless
in style, quietly understated, simple
yet sophisticated.

Clean crisp lines with a
pared-down black
and white design.

A timeless
appeal.

The brushed surface creates a
certain balance and order.
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wall&water / concrete
sandstonenature

wall&water / sandstone
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Start your
day with a
fresh smile.
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wall&water / white marble

We treat our marble
extra soft, which makes
it rich in details and
keeps it more natural.

wall&water / white marble
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Bring some beauty from
outside into your home.
Every single day.

From time
to time just
stop and look
around.
Our designs are
inspired by nature.
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wall&water / concrete
brooklyn nature
concrete

wall&water / ssantorini marble
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Combine different
natural elements for
a mood-boosting
look and feel.

Use Stromboli
Marble to
make a bold
statement.
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wall&water / stromboli marble

Did you know?
Most colors used
in Scandinavian
interiors are
monochrome.

Are you a monochrome
traditionalist? Then you know
shiny, crisp and even clinical is
the name of the game.

wall&water / stromboli marble
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Your bathroom is one of the few places
you can call your sanctuary. Royal Oak
has the perfect natural look to soak up
that zen feeling.

It’s about
the simple
things in life.
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wall&water / royal oak

Use color to create an atmosphere of
warmth, wellbeing and cosiness. All you
need to feel at peace and enjoy the simple
pleasures. The feeling of soap on smooth
skin, the steam of a hot shower wrapping
your body like a blanket …

wall&water / royal oak
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Federa has that retro
feeling that takes you right
back to your childhood
– cozy summers at
grandma’s cabin
and lots of happy,
carefree memories.

Oh, nostalgia!
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wall&water / concrete
federa nature

wall&water / federa
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wall
&water

tile sizes

collection
guide

glossy

There’s a design
for every kind of
lifestyle.
allover

60x240 cm

60x120 cm

60x15 cm

20x30 cm

20x240 cm

60x60 cm

60x30 cm

brushed

rustic stone

satin
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The options are
just endless

white snow
60x120
glossy
62001724
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wall&water / collection guide

white snow
allover
satin
62001750

white snow
60x30
satin
62000441

white snow
20x30
satin
62001725

white marble
60x240
glossy
62001731

white marble
60x120
glossy
62001730

white marble
60x120
satin
62001801

white marble
60x60
satin
62001800

white snow
60x30
glossy
1960-7943

white snow
60x15
glossy
1960-7946

white snow
20x30
1960-7942

sandstone
60x120
brushed
62001727

sandstone
60x60
brushed
62001728

sandstone
60x30
brushed
62001726

sandstone
20x30
brushed
62001729

wall&water / collection guide
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concrete
allover
brushed
62001827

concrete
60x60
brushed
62001739

betong nature
60x240
brushed
62001735

marble
60x30
satin
62001745

marble
60x240
satin
62001805

marble
60x60
satin
62001744

wall&water / collection guide

betong nature
60x30
brushed
62001733

concrete
60x60
satin
1960-7967

concrete
60x30
satin
1960-7963

royal oak
60x30
brushed
62001747

cement
allover
børstet | brushed
62000448

cement
60x60
satin
62000446

cement
60x30
satin
62000447

royal oak
20x240
brushed
62001746

wall&water / collection guide
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exclusive

light slate
60x120
glossy
62001736

light slate
60x15
glossy
1840-7736

light slate
60x60
satin
62001737

light slate
60x30
satin
1841-7733

black velvet
60x60
satin
62001740

black velvet
allover
satin
62001826

exclusive

natural slate
60x120
rustic stone
62001751
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wall&water / collection guide

natural slate
60x60
rustic stone
62001738

natural slate
60x240
glossy
62001829

natural slate
60x30
glossy
1840-5923

federa
allover
brushed
62001828

star blue
60x60
glossy
62001760

marble
60x60
høyglans | glossy
62001743

exclusive

marble
60x120
børstet | brushed
62001742

exclusive

star blue
60x30
høyglans | glossy
62001759

wall&water / collection guide
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straatwoningen

parkwoningen

accentwand douchehoek en reservoir
cement allover

accentwand douchehoek, reservoir en wastafel
white marble 60x240
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wall&water / collection guide

wall&water / collection guide
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wall&water / concrete nature

